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How Peer Coaching Can Transform Your Career —
and Your Outlook!
Nurse Peer Coaching is free to you as part of your Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
benefit. It allows you to talk about any issue you might want to explore – with a peer who has
walked in your shoes and who understands the work and personal issues nurse’s experience.
“We have nurse peer coaches who are experienced in practicing in clinic and hospital
settings,” says Liz Ferron, MSW, LICSW, Senior Consultant for VITAL WorkLife. “Our goal is
to connect you with someone who knows the challenges you face on a day-to-day basis,”
continues Ferron. “Our hope is once you’ve engaged with a peer coach; you’ll continue to
draw on this resource whenever you have a question or concern.”

15 Questions
Here are 15 questions related to work or work/life balance, nurses have called to discuss with one of our peer coaches:
1.

I want to take on a more active role in leadership. How do I signal my desire? What skills do I need to develop?

2.

I’m not handling challenges at work as well as I used to. Why is work such a struggle?

3.

I can’t seem to get everything done. Is there something wrong with the way I manage my time?

4.

By the time I get through with work and my family’s to-do list, I don’t have time for myself. How can I achieve a
reasonable balance?

5.

I’m feeling incredibly burned out. What are my options?

6.

How am I supposed to manage more work with fewer resources?

7.

I’ve tried a lot of different stress relief methods with little success. Is there a better way to build my resiliency?

8.

How do I deal with a difficult coworker?

9.

What skills do I need to be a good mentor to younger nurses?

10.

When it comes to self-care, what’s the single most important thing I should be doing?

11.

I think I need to have a difficult conversation with my supervisor. How do I know if I should and how can I do it without
negatively impacting my career or creating unnecessary tension?

12.

I’m something of workaholic myself, so how do I help my staff find balance?

13.

Why do I have so much trouble asking for help?

14.

I don’t enjoy going to work anymore, what can I do to rebuild my passion?

15.

Is it time for me to retire?
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Nurse Peer Coaching in Practice
The following real-world examples demonstrate how one-on-one peer coaching and mentoring has helped other nurses better manage the stress of work and home.

Case Study 1: Nurse frustrated with coworkers

Case Study 2: Work and life balance

A nurse from a large healthcare organization was
experiencing stress and frustration with team members
that didn’t seem to be as dedicated or hard working as
she.

A nurse raised to always put others needs before his own
called to say that he was beginning to feel as though he
had nothing left. He said he had become irritable at work
and home and simply wasn’t happy anymore.

She called VITAL WorkLife and was referred to a peer
coach who provided empathetic listening. The coach also
provided a different perspective by addressing work style
as well as generation differences that may have been
impacting the situation. She also engaged in role playing
with the nurse to bring her concerns to coworkers in a
non judgmental fashion. The nurse reported feeling more
optimistic and less angry after the call.

He wanted to learn how to manage his stress and become
more resilient. A peer coach worked with him to consider
where he could be setting more boundaries with his time
and energy, how he could get more help at work and
home, and by assisting him in developing a self care plan.
The coach helped him stay accountable to his plan by
talking with him regularly.

How Might Nurse Peer Coaching Work For You?
Nurse peer coaching is frequently done over the phone to allow nurses to work with coaches in geographies distant enough
where they’re not likely to encounter each other on a regular basis. On your first call, you’ll speak to a VITAL WorkLife senior
consultant who can answer questions and assist in facilitating your first coaching session. Your peer coach can serve in many
roles:
• a sympathetic listener
• a sounding board for ideas
• a coach for difficult conversations
• a referral source for additional services
• a mentor who can help you brainstorm possible solutions and hold you accountable
We take confidentiality very seriously. It’s up to you whether to follow through on any suggestions your coach might make –
this is a resource to enhance your life and practice, not add another level of stress.

Your EAP Benefit
Your EAP benefit, offered to you by your employer through VITAL WorkLife, includes unlimited telephone consultation. Your
benefit also includes free, face-to-face counseling with master’s and doctorate level professionals, for you and your family
members. Peer coaching is available to the nurse covered by the benefit.
Call VITAL WorkLife at 800.383.1908 anytime, day or night, for the support you and your family need.
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